
Advanced Background Screens is a Hot Topic

Every Company needs to Protect their employees, customers, and bottom line

Your company and organization have the legal obligation and responsibility to protect
its employees and assets.  A hiring company can no longer rely on trust when reviewing
a candidates resume or application, as it is easy to hide, lie, and get away with past
mistakes with today’s technology. According to a recent statistic, roughly half of all
applicants for a job lie regarding job experience, educational achievements, or even their
core skills.  Many will lie about their criminal convictions due to fear of not being
considered for a job.  Proper background checks are the first line of defense. 
Most basic background checks involve criminal reports, social security number and
address history, as well as education and employment verification.  However, different
pre-employment screening companies may offer different services that a company can
choose from.  For example, Background Check Central, who offers pre-employment
services nationwide, offer all the aforementioned services, as well as driving record
searches, bankruptcy search, industry specific professional licensing and violations, US
Terror Watchlist, reference interviews, and a credit history search with signed
authorization from the candidate. 

Failing to properly screen a potential employee during Covid-19 could result in hiring an
individual with a history of violence, placing your consumers, as well as your current
employees, at risk.   Not screening potential employees prior to hiring them could create
a liability for the hiring manager and/or the company, especially if the harm was the
result of a failure to do proper due diligence during the hiring process.  If a company
hires a person who lied about qualifications this could be a production liability or cause
other problems with your operations.  All companies, no matter the size, should always
conduct proper background checks to protect its personal and professional interests.

How do I know what company to Hire or what background to order?

We know what you’re thinking.
It’s just another sales-centered blog post where the writer begs and pleads for
you to hire the company they represent. Here at ACB, we take pride in the work
we do for our customers and appreciate word of mouth referrals—this post is
simply meant to caution readers, particularly those representing staffing



agencies, about the dangers of those “$19.99 Background Check Special”
websites.

We’ve all found them on the
internet when looking up someone we are curious about. Whether it’s a prospective
romantic partner, a questionable neighbor, or even a friend of a friend that
simply gives you a bad feeling, these websites can compile data about someone
that just barely scrapes the surface of what’s actually out there. We get
it—it’s all about ease of access, convenience, and simplicity behind the
platform. It’s always important to remember that the shortest path to your goal
is not always the best; cutting corners can come back to bite you in the end

These type of Internet based background checks are not what is needed to protect you
and your business as they skim the surface of Information that is available and may
only do partial cursory information pulls for your subject. When things go wrong then
everyone tries to see why and question why they only did the bare minimum. Imagine if
a employee or customer of yours were injured because of a bad apple employee and
law enforcement and attorneys start looking at your process are you comfortable in
who you are using and why you use them in the first place.

We want you to use Advanced Background Solutions and we want to put together a
comprehensive pricing plan that meets your needs. All of our plans utilize 24/7 access,
no cost to sign up, we are cloud based and in the United States. But if you choose to use
someone else we would deeply recommend you use a licensed professional
organization that is interested in your protection and reputation.
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